Faculty Senate Agenda
September 11, 2000
3:30 p.m.
Call to order
Approval of Minutes
May 8, 2000 minutes
President's Report: Senator Kustra
Report from the Executive Committee: Senator Taylor







Seek clarification of faculty/staff handbook on the evaluation of the Vice President of Academic Affairs and Provost to
include mailing a survey to all faculty in Academic Affairs in order to provide an opportunity for all interested to participate.
Seek clarification of faculty/staff handbook on the evaluation of academic deans to include mailing a survey to all faculty
within that dean's college in order to provide an opportunity for all interested to participate.
Faculty Senate requests the Board of Regents to allow their assistance in developing the survey for the presidential
evaluation with all faculty participating in the evaluative process.
Faculty/Staff involvement in data collecting survey for informational purposes on the President, which could be submitted to
the Board of Regents for their viewing and for possible inclusion in the Presidential evaluation this upcoming year.
Executive Committee is looking at information to propose a minimum faculty salary. Information will be forthcoming as
additional research unfolds.
Compensation and benefits for faculty and staff

Old Business:






Faculty Senate Secretary Election
Tenured Faculty Member Review (Post-tenure Review)
Domestic Partner Benefits
Part of Phase II reorganization still to be addressed: Merge Medical Assisting with the Department of Health education and
Merge Environmental Health and Clinical Sciences to form the Department of Environmental Health Science and Clinical
Laboratory Science (postponed at May 8, 2000 meeting)
Department of Consumer Science - change name from Child Care to Early Childhood Education(postponed at May 8, 2000
meeting)

Announcements:









New Child Care Center announcement - Dr. Jansook Gilbert
Shared faculty positions and appointments - Karen Spears
EKU new e-mail system - Jim Keith
Review of Faculty Senate Representation by the Committee on Elections
Committee meetings for selection of Chairs
Submission of reports and proposals to Faculty Senate on disk or by e-mail
Faculty Senate Agenda will be available from this point forward on the Faculty Senate web site
Faculty Senate Picnic Wednesday, September 20th, 6:00 p.m., Arlington Mule Barn

New Business:




Evaluation of Administrators
Faculty Salary Inequity
EKU degree completion for accomplished professionals

Report from the Provost: Senator Marsden



Faculty Development Task Force report
CAA materials

Report from the Faculty Regent: Senator Thompson
Report from the COSFL Representative: Senator Falkenberg
Report from the Student Senate: Mr. Ritchie Rednour
Reports from Standing Committees:






Committee on Elections
Committee on Committees
Committees on Rules
Committee on the Budget
Committee on Faculty Rights and Responsibilities

Adjournment

FACULTY SENATE MINUTES
EASTERN KENTUCKY UNIVERSITY
May 8, 2000
The Faculty Senate of Eastern Kentucky University met on Monday, May 8, 2000 in the South
Room of the Keen Johnson Building. Senator Murray called the ninth meeting of the academic
year to order at 3:30 p.m.
The following members of the Senate were absent:
M. Baxter
L. Collins
M. Hodge
J. Rainey

S. Black
K. Dilka
M. Lifland
T. Reed

J. Brown
R. Freed
B. Maclaren
G. Schuster

M. Chambers
J. Harley
J. Moreton

Visitors to the Senate were:
Karen Sue Cain, MSCS; Linda Turner, CHS; Nancy Kenner, CHS; Libby Wachtel, Academic
Affairs-Planning and Programming Coordination; Kathryn Polmanteer, Special Education; Shirley
O Brien, Occupational Therapy; Don Beal, Psychology

ELECTION OF SENATE OFFICERS FOR 2000-2001
Chair
Nominees: Senator John Flanagan and Senator John Taylor
Each of the candidates briefly addressed the Senate prior to the vote.
The vote: Senator John Taylor - 33
Senator John Flanagan - 13
Chair Taylor expressed appreciation for Senator Murray s service as Senate chair.
Senate Secretary
There were no nominations for this position. Chair Taylor said that he would actively recruit a
person to serve.
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Executive Committee (four seats)
Nominations: Senator Alan Banks, Senator Virginia Falkenberg, Senator John Flanagan,
Senator Pamela Schlomann, and Senator Marta Miranda
The vote: Senator Alan Banks - 41
Senator Virginia Falkenberg - 30
Senator John Flanagan - 33
Senator Pamela Schlomann - 35
Senator Marta Miranda - (Not announced)
Elected: Senators Banks, Falkenberg, Flanagan, Schlomann
Committee on the Budget (four seats)
Nominees: Senator William Goodwin, Senator Richard Rink, Senator Marta Miranda, Senator
Frank O Connor, Senator John Flanagan
The vote: Senator William Goodwin - 43
Senator Richard Rink - 30
Senator Marta Miranda - 36
Senator Frank O Connor - 45
Senator John Flanagan - (Not announced)
Elected: Senators Goodwin, Rink, Miranda, O Connor
Committee on Elections (four seats)
Nominees: Senator Peggy McGuire, Senator Sara Sutton, Senator Joyce Wolf,
Senator Everett
They were elected by acclamation.
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Committee on Rules (four seats)
Nominees: Senator Nancy McKenney, Senator Ruth Huebner, Senator Margaret Yoder,
Senator Cedaliah Melton-Freeman
They were elected by acclamation.
Committee on Committees (four seats)
Nominees: Senator Dory Marken, Senator Susan Fister, Senator Keith Johnson,
Senator Joyce Wolf
They were elected by acclamation.
Committee on Faculty Rights and Responsibilities (three seats)
Nominees: Senator William Goodwin, Senator Marta Miranda, Senator Seth Gakpo
They were elected by acclamation.
COSFL Representatives
Nominees: Senator Virginia Falkenberg, Senator Richard Rink, Senator Sue Strong
The vote: Senator Falkenberg - 26, elected representative
Senators Rink and Strong, alternates
Institutional Planning Committee Representative
Nominee: Senator John Flanagan
He was elected by acclamation.
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REPORT FROM THE PROVOST: SENATOR MARSDEN
Remarks on Several Issues
There are a couple of reorganizational issues that cannot wait until fall. One is what I would call
a Phase II fallout. The other is an internal matter within one particular college that needs
addressing. I want to find out how the Senate feels because both actions need to be taken before
the fall. Last session it was indicated that the Senate wanted to be informed if not involved about
such changes. One way to deal with these matters would be to present them to special meetings
of the Executive Committee of the Senate this summer.
1.

2.

In the case of Clinical Laboratory Science and Environmental Health Sciences, they are
proposing to become one department; The Departmental of Environmental Health and
Clinical Laboratory Science. But you recall that in Phase II there was a third group,
Medical Assisting Program, that was also going to be part of that new department. They
have chosen instead to be associated with the Department of Health Education, which
you also recall was to be a combined department between Health Information and Health
Education. So those are the issues. In these cases, action needs to be taken; it s not
something we can wait on.
The second case, which is somewhat more complex, involves the restructuring of the
College of Education to accommodate some changes in Model, and that will have some
other effects on the College of Education. The actual proposal is fairly elaborate, but
that s the essence of it.

My recommendation, so that we can move forward with these changes this summer, is that I
would meet with the Executive Committee to discuss these particular reorganizational issues,
preferably during the next few weeks so that these units can move ahead.
Senator Huebner expressed concern that faculty from the affected departments be present at the
meetings to represent their views.
Senator Marsden: The next item concerns the Promotion and Tenure Committee. A
subcommittee of the Promotion and Tenure Committee, composed of Charles Whitaker, Merita
Thompson, and Pam Collins, got together and essentially took the application form and reworked
it so that it is much more user-friendly. My understanding is—and I might ask Senator Thompson
to respond—is that there is no substantive way in terms of the requirements. But this is a form
that will look different from the previous form but will in fact be an easier form to use. I know
they spent a lot of time on this—particularly Professor Whitaker—and our intent is to put this
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form into operation for the 2000-2001 academic year. Now I want to find out if anyone has any
problems with that. I have been insured by everyone involved, including David Gayle, who
chaired the General Education Committee, that the form will look different but will merely
present the material in a more effective and informative manner.
Senator Thompson supported Senator Marsden s remarks as to the purpose and result of the
changes.
Senator Marsden: Our goal, at some future point, is to have one form for all promotion, tenure,
and merit activities.
Senator Flanagan remarked that the new form is already on the web and can be downloaded for
study.
Senator O Connor asked, Why we are discussing the matter if there is no substantive change?
Senator Marsden replied that a new form might cause some faculty to assume that there are
substantive changes, so getting it out with these explanations would anticipate their concerns.
Academic Affairs
A degree proposal which was approved before my time here was a Master in Health Sciences.
In order to be more consistent with our cooperating institutions, we are changing the name of the
program but not one course, one requirement, or one substantive part of the program. The
program will be known as Master of Public Health. This will be the name on the CPE web site.
We would not want you to see a program you thought you had approved under a different name
appearing under this name. This allows us to position ourselves with regard to the University of
Kentucky s doctoral program. This has support from the University of Louisville as well as the
University of Kentucky.
Senator Marsden presented the report of the Academic Council from its meeting on April 26,
2000.
- Elimination of the Minor in German
- Elimination of the Bachelors Degree in German
- Elimination of the Bachelors Degree in German for Teachers
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- Divide the degree program in Broadcasting into two options:
General Broadcasting
Broadcast News in Broadcasting
- Department of Technology: change of the name of Construction Technology to
Construction Management
- Department of Family and Consumer Sciences: change the name of the degree program
Child Care to Early Childhood Education
- Department of Physical Education: proposed option title from General to Exercise in
Sport Science; new option in degree program, Exercise and Wellness
Senator Dunston stated that her understanding is that since the change in the name of the Child
Care degree is an associate degree it does not have to go before the Teacher Education Committee.
She therefore wanted to know if the name change would conflict with any existing program in the
College of Education.
Senator Wasicsko stated that he would have to look into the matter. And suggested that the
Senate postpone action on this item until the next meeting. Senator Wasicsko moved and Senator
Banks seconded the motion to postpone. Motion passed.
Senator Yoder inquired about the name of the Construction Management degree and whether it
would conflict with a general understanding that such programs are based in civil engineering
programs.
Senator Reynolds replied that since we do not have a civil engineering program here, this name
better describes the degree, and he saw no conflict.
Chair Taylor called for the vote on all other items from the Academic Council. Motion passed.
Senator Dunston asked to make a statement before the Senate: I bring this issue before the
Senate not for discussion and not to cause confusion. Simply a move for recognition of
something already done. The merit pay process at Eastern Kentucky University is not a
consensus building one. It is an arduous, time-consuming, and alienating task. Faculty members
submit themselves to the procedures according to the terms of the Faculty-Staff Handbook,
1998-2000, pages 51 and following. By executive directive, President Kustra has suspended
merit pay indefinitely. Faculty members understand the necessity of upgrading staff salaries
while making the attempt to give everyone a cost of living increase in the face of diminished
financial circumstances. However, the recent budget decision, $900 across the board increase,
does not conform to those provisions in the Faculty-Staff Handbook, mentioned above. I move
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therefore that the Faculty Senate, as representative of the interest of the faculty here at EKU,
recognize that the president has suspended the terms outlined in the Faculty-Staff Handbook
with reference to merit pay and that recognition become a permanent part of the record of the
Faculty Senate.
Senator Marsden noted that the president has not suspended merit pay indefinitely. My
understanding of the budget process is that merit will be back in effect the next academic year.
Merit documents prepared for this year will be rolled into the merit documents for next year and
that the two year cycle will take effect. It is important that we understand that merit has not
been suspended indefinitely.
Chair Taylor asked Senator Dunston to clarify the intent of her statement. She said it was not a
motion but she did want it read into the record.

ADJOURNMENT
Meeting adjourned at 4:55 p.m.

(CHECK ONE)
NEW DEGREE PROGRAM
NEW CERTIFICATE PROGRAM X
NEW MINOR
NEW OPTION(S)
SUBMITTED BY

ANT/SOC/SWK

ARTS & SCIENCES

(Department)

(College)

PROPOSAL APPROVED BY:
Department Curriculum Committee

12/4/98

Teacher Education Committee*

(Date)

College Curriculum Committee
General Education Committee*

4/26/00

N/A
(Date)

Graduate Council*

N/A

(Date)

(Date)

N/A

6/15/00

Council on Academic Affairs

(Date)

Faculty Senate*

Approved

Disapproved

(Date)

Board of Regents*
(Date)

(Date)

Council on Higher Education
(not applicable for minor option)
(Date)

* if applicable
EFFECTIVE DATE:

2001

TERM:

SPRING

PROGRAM FORMAT AS IT WILL APPEAR IN THE CATALOG (entire program for new option):

TENURED FACULTY MEMBER REVIEW
(POST-TENURE REVIEW)
PREAMBLE
The faculty members of Eastern Kentucky University accept the responsibility for the level of
teaching, service, and scholarship of our membership. The University with the consent of the
Faculty Senate is implementing a post-tenure review process to ensure the individual
performance of all tenured faculty members.
Eastern Kentucky University’s tenured faculty member review process is initiated by the annual
merit review system of all faculty members. The annual merit review system is based on the
expectations for professional performance within the tenuring unit at Eastern Kentucky
University. Therefore, the standards and measurement of the individual performance that meet or
exceed University standards must be made at the level of the tenuring unit. The performance
criteria may be in no way inconsistent with the standards of academic freedom.
All elements of the review process will be approved by a majority vote of the tenure-track
faculty of the unit, with final approval provided by the college dean and the provost/vice
president for academic affairs. The process for a tenured faculty member review must be
accomplished in a timely and orderly fashion. The process must be designed to be carried out
within the context of the departmental, college, and university merit pay, tenure, promotion, and
termination of employment for cause policies.
PROCEDURES
A.

All tenuring units will be required to file a list of minimum performance standards with
the Provost’s Office.

B.

Non-participation in the annual merit review system will be equated with performance
below the established standard. In cases of unusual circumstances, the chair and dean may
grant an exemption.

C.

A tenured faculty member who does not meet the minimum standards for a
standard/across the board pay increase must complete a tenured faculty member review.
The tenured faculty member review will follow the completion of established merit
appeal procedures.

D.

The specific procedure and standards for the tenured faculty member review evaluation
will be developed by the tenuring unit and approved by the college dean and provost for
consistency with University policies and procedures as stated in the Faculty Handbook.

E.

The chair and faculty member will prepare a report to the committee that includes all

documents, materials, and statements relevant to the decision to activate a tenured faculty
member review.
F.

The committee that conducts the tenured faculty member review will be composed of
three EKU faculty members, at least, (not including the chair). Two members will be
selected by the college dean from tenuring unit faculty and one member will be selected by
the faculty member from within or outside the tenuring unit.

G.

If the tenured faculty member review committee decides that the faculty member needs to
be engaged in a formal development plan, the individual will be required to participate in
the formulation and implementation of the plan. In the event that the faculty member
objects to the plan, he or she may appeal within five working days to the Provost. The
purpose of the development plan will be to increase the faculty member’s effectiveness
and productivity in areas of identified concerns. The time frame for plan completion
should be no more than two years with the length of time dependent on the nature of the
concerns. The plan will:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Identify the specific concerns to be addressed,
Define specific outcome objectives to remedy the concerns,
Outline the activities required to achieve the objectives,
Set timelines for the activities and reaching the objectives,
State the criteria for progress reviews and completion of the plan,
Identify sources of funding required to implement the plan.

The chair, dean, and provost must approve the development plan and allocation of
resources.
H.

The faculty member will provide the committee with a summary of accomplishments,
documentation that objectives were met and future plans within 30 working days of the
end of the designated review period. The committee will determine successful completion
of the development plan, as measured by attainment of the objectives.

I.

Failure to satisfactorily complete the development plan would initiate the process for
recommending a termination of employment for cause as specified in the Faculty
Handbook (see section on Tenure).

J.

A written record of all committee decisions and recommendations will be maintained."

Proposed Process
for EKU Degree Completion
for Accomplished Professionals
A number of individuals have completed three years or more of undergraduate work at Eastern
Kentucky University and have left the University without a degree to enter directly into
professional schools. Among those students are some who have gone on to achieve advanced
degrees and considerable success in their professions. Some of these successful professionals
have regretted not completing an undergraduate degree at EKU, and we regret not having them as
alumni.
It is proposed that if an individual has successfully completed at least 90 credit hours at EKU
and gone on to complete an advanced degree, but has not earned a bachelor’s degree, they can
apply for a transfer back to EKU of credit hours from their advanced degree sufficient to
complete their undergraduate degree. The review process would be handled directly by the
department in which the requested degree authority resides and the department would work
closely with the Office of the Dean and Office of the Registrar. In such extraordinary cases, EKU
would waive the baccalaureate degree requirement that at least 30 of the last 36 hours would be
earned through EKU. Programs would have specific licensure requirements would be excluded
from this policy.

Ad Hoc Committee for Domestic Partner Benefits
motions to the Faculty Senate
MOTION #1:
That the Faculty Senate recommend that Eastern Kentucky University adopt the following
definition of domestic partnership and add it to the Faculty/Staff Handbook.
Proposed definition:
A domestic partner is defined as a person over 18, unrelated by blood to an extent that would
preclude marriage under the laws of the Commonwealth of Kentucky, who has demonstrable
financial interdependence with an employee of Eastern Kentucky University and shares an
exclusive relationship which both partners intend to maintain indefinitely.

MOTION #2:
That the Faculty Senate extend the following recommendation to the President and the Board of
Regents to consider:
Eastern Kentucky University considers domestic partners of employees, as defined by the
Faculty/Staff Handbook, to be eligible for all benefits extended by the University to spouses of
married employees. Eligible employees must complete the Declaration of Domestic Partner
Relationship form to enroll the non-employee partner for benefits, and a Termination of
Domestic Partner Relationship form must be completed within sixty days of the dissolution of a
domestic partner relationship.

Faculty Development Task Force 2000
Final Report
Bob Frederick (Chair), Walter Boles, Jed Deppman, Lynne Snyder, James Wells
Faculty Development Task Force 2000: Final Report.
Abstract: The Faculty Development Task Force met weekly from mid March through early May,
2000. A survey was mailed to all full-time faculty and chairs at EKU, asking for their input on 59
specific ideas that could be implemented to improve the quality of their professional lives and
improve the quality of instruction at EKU. Approximately 40% (264) responded. More than
75% of those responding favored at least some support for all but 10 items on the survey.
Increased funds for faculty travel and publishing clearer guidelines for promotion and tenure
received the greatest support. Greater support for research/creative/scholarly activities was also a
high priority, including improved library services, student workers, release time, graduate research
fellowships, and statistical services. Faculty also strongly supported a system of providing free
Internet access and software for home computers to increase faculty productivity. Although there
was significant support for additional awards to recognize outstanding performance by faculty,
many faculty were skeptical of the proliferation of awards, especially at the university level. Indeed,
9 of the 10 lowest-ranking items were various faculty awards. The Faculty Development Task
Force recommends the University and its colleges move to immediately implement or enhance
development activities strongly supported by over half the faculty (items listed in Ranks I-III in the
report), and consider implementing the remaining items, with the possible exception of certain
faculty awards.

Introduction
The Faculty Development Task Force (Walter Boles, Jed Deppman, Bob Frederick, Lynne Snyder,
James Wells) was called together on March 1, 2000 by EKU’s Provost, Dr. Michael Marsden. Dr.
Marsden’s charged the group with putting together a list of ways the University could improve the
working environment for faculty so they could do a better job. It was understood that teaching is
the primary role of faculty, but that research and service were also important, and that faculty
scholarly and creative activities can improve teaching effectiveness. Dr. Marsden presented the
group with many of his own ideas, but asked the committee to make recommendations that reflected
the desires of the EKU faculty.

Methods
The Task Force met weekly from mid March through early May to produce a survey that could be
presented to all full-time faculty and chairs at EKU, asking for their input on ideas that could be
implemented to improve the quality of their professional lives and improve the quality of instruction
at EKU. The ideas presented in the survey came from individual Task Force members and their
immediate colleagues, but were not voted on or ranked by the committee in any way. Thus,
individual items in the survey were not necessarily supported by a majority of the Task Force, but
were presented to allow the entire faculty to either support or not support them.
A cover letter (Appendix A) and the final draft of the survey (Appendix B) were mailed to all full
time faculty and chairs on April 28, 2000, with the completed surveys to be returned within one
week. On May 4, an e-mail reminder (Appendix C) was sent to each survey recipient, asking for
their response by May 8. To allow for some late responses, surveys were accepted until our
analysis was completed in mid May.
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The survey contained 61 individual response items (2 were demographic items; college and years of
service at EKU), including 59 suggestions for recipients to respond to by showing (1) no support,
(2) some support, (3) moderate support, (4) strong support, or (5) very strong support. Items were
divided into the following 6 broad categories: direct funding, supplies and materials, training,
recognition, collegiality, and time. Direct funding included specific areas where additional dollars
might be provided to support travel, training, and scholarly activities. Supplies and materials
included computer, internet, and library support. The more-traditional definition of faculty
development was covered under the training category, and included providing various seminars,
workshops, courses, and conferences to train and update faculty on the latest teaching techniques.
The area of recognition included college-wide and university-wide awards that could be established
to recognize outstanding teaching, service, and research by faculty, as well as rewards that could be
provided to award recipients. Improved communication among faculty, departments, and colleges
came under the collegiality category. Finally, the time category included ways of giving faculty time
to improve their courses, teaching methods, and level of scholarship, including providing release
time from teaching for those activities and making improvements/changes in the sabbatical system.
Returned forms were scanned and results were tabulated according to college and years of service
of respondents. Additional comments from respondents also were typed and evaluated. To
simplify the results, the 59 survey items were ranked according to level of support shown by faculty
as follows:
Rank I

received Strong or Very Strong Support from at least 75% of respondents
and No Support from 2% or fewer of respondents

Rank II

60% to 75% Strong or Very Strong Support and under 10% No Support

Rank III

50% to 59% Strong or Very Strong Support and under 10% No Support

Rank IV

40% to 49% Strong or Very Strong Support and under 15% No Support

Rank V

under 40% Strong or Very Strong Support, but received at least Some
Support from 75%

Rank VI

received No Support from more than 25%

Thus, Rank I ideas received the most support from faculty and should be considered of high
priority, Ranks II through IV were widely supported but with declining enthusiasm, Rank V items
received mixed support, and Rank VI ideas are of questionable value since more than one-quarter of
faculty responding did not believe the idea was worthy of any support. However, while some items
may have received no support from more than 25% of faculty (Rank VI), those same items may
have been given Strong or Very Strong support by an even larger percentage (i.e., more than 25%).
Because we do not believe all Rank VI items should be summarily discarded as bad ideas, they are
discussed further.

Acknowledgments
The Task Force thanks the entire staff of the Provost’s office, including Dreidre Adams and her
student worker, Jessica Dennis, for their assistance in mailing the survey. We also thank task force
member James Wells and the staff of the Center for Criminal Justice Education and Research for
production of the survey, scanning, typing comments from respondents, and for computer analyses.
Finally, we thank the 264 faculty who returned the survey.
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Results
A total of 264 faculty and chairs (approximately 40%) responded by mid May, representing faculty
from each college and with various years of service at EKU (Table 1a and b). As presented in
Table 2, more than 75% of those responding favored at least some support for all but 10
development items on the survey (i.e., 49 items were in the Rank I-V categories and only 10 were
Rank VI). Three development suggestions stood out as Rank I items, with 8 others close behind in
Rank II, and 6 in Rank III as follows (item numbers refer to numbers on the survey form;
Appendix B):
Rank I:
Item 6: Setting aside more money for professional travel and training seminars
Item 7: Increasing travel funds for faculty presenting papers at conferences
Item 18: Publishing clear guidelines for promotion and tenure
Rank II:
Item 12: Awarding a significant proportion of indirect funds generated by each grant
to faculty members receiving extramural grants, with those funds placed in an
account that can be used for additional travel, supplies, or equipment related their
scholarly activities
Item 13: Creating free internet dial-up access through EKU
Item 14: Giving software licenses so that home computers can match office
computers
Item 15: Increasing library funds for journals
Item 48: Providing statistical support for research
Item 49: Providing student workers for faculty doing research
Item 58: Providing increased funds for all approved sabbatical leaves
Item 61: Providing two-thirds annual salary for a full year sabbatical
Rank III:
Item 4: Increasing the internal funds for research at EKU
Item 5: Giving faculty free research-related copy privileges at the libraries
Item 11: Increasing funds for graduate-level research assistantships and fellowships
Item 16: Increasing library funds for bibliographic and abstracting services
Item 19: Offering training sessions on how to create successful promotion and
tenure applications
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Rank III: (continued)
Item 44: Implementing a “faculty mentor” system for new faculty
Item 54: Providing release time for supervising graduate theses
Item 57: Providing release time for faculty doing research
Rank IV (14 items) and V (17 items) ideas (Table 1) were also well received, with at least some
support favored by more than 85% and 75% of respondents, respectively. Of the 10 Rank VI items
(not so well received), 9 were in the area of recognition. All of the university-wide awards
suggested on the survey (items 35-38) fell into this category. While significant percentages of
faculty gave these awards very strong support, comments indicated those offering no support were
concerned that improper criteria would be used for judging faculty for these awards, that they
promoted unhealthy competition and resentment, and that they often become popularity contests.
Establishment of college awards for best faculty web page or use of the World Wide Web received
the lowest overall score of all 59 survey items. Only about 20% felt this award worthy of strong or
very strong support. Item 59, providing summer sabbaticals prior to tenure, also fell into the Rank
VI category. Although it ranked higher among faculty with 0-5 years of service at EKU, it was still
not one of their greatest concerns as a group. Appendix C contains results of all analyses and
typed comments.
In the category of recognition, the highest-scoring items (Rank IV) were the establishment of
college-wide awards for outstanding full-time faculty member (item 26) and for creative/scholarly
activity/research (item 31). Five other college-wide awards fell into Rank V (items 28, 29, 30, 32,
and 33).

Discussion
Several survey respondents commented that some items on the form were already being
implemented in their department or college, or that the University already had a mechanism to deal
with some of the items. It was clear, however, that for many of those items, not all faculty were
aware these were being implemented already, or that the policies in place were not being
implemented due to funding inadequacies or other reasons. For example, the EKU Faculty/Staff
Handbook, 1998-2000, states clearly that teaching loads may be reduced for faculty members
engaged in heavy research or service loads, or teaching large or otherwise demanding courses.
Based on comments and experiences of Task Force Members, we find this policy is being
implemented openly and regularly in some departments and colleges, but is almost non-existent or
not well-advertised in others. Perhaps departments that are overstaffed (e.g., according to the
Council on Post-secondary Education staffing formula) can more-easily adjust teaching loads while
smaller or less-well staffed departments cannot.
Other items were received differently among the different colleges within the University. For
example, waiving out of state fees for all thesis students (item 9) fell into the Rank V level overall,
but was the single most unpopular item within the College of Education (where the non-thesis
masters degree is the norm) and nearly as unpopular in Health Sciences. This same item was wellsupported by the College of Arts and Sciences, and may have been better supported in some
departments within that college than others, depending on their specific graduate programs.
Similarly, the College of Education gave stronger support to several college-wide awards, especially
those dealing with outstanding advising or mentoring (items 35 and 37) that were not as popular
when looking at the University as a whole.
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The very strong support for publishing clear guidelines on promotion and tenure (Item 8, Rank I)
was not limited to those with fewer years at EKU, but ranked high even among those with many
years of service. This suggests that not only are those seeking promotion and tenure unclear on
what is expected, but that those serving on committees making judgements on promotion and tenure
applications are also confused or uncertain as to what circumstances warrant denying tenure or
promotion.
The strongest support was for more travel funds. While additional funds to simply attend
professional meetings was important, greater support to those making presentations and those
seeking professional training was the highest priority.
Evidently, faculty would like to do more professionally-related computer work at home, and show
strong support for the University providing access to computer software and the Internet from
home. This, presumably, would include faculty access to servers or even file sharing with their
office computers from home to increase productivity.
Many of the items receiving high support (Ranks II-III) were those providing additional funds,
release time, or other support for research/creative/scholarly activities, including better support of
our graduate programs. Item 48, for example, calls for statistical support for research. This could
be accomplished by a system where faculty well-versed in experimental design and statistical
analysis could be rewarded for assisting other faculty in need of their services.
The poor response to an award for best use of the World Wide Web suggests that this technology
is not widely perceived as improving quality of education. If that perception is real, this ranking
also may suggest limited support for a recent program to provide incentives to faculty to take
courses to improve their knowledge and skills in the area of web page design and management. On
the other hand, faculty may believe this and other skills are to be expected of all faculty, and that the
design and use of the technology is a matter of personal preference, or that the applicability of the
technology varies among courses.
Several of those responding, as well as some who refused to complete the form, were skeptical that
the university administration would actually listen to faculty requests for support. Some suggested
recent and past changes implemented by the administration were made without adequately taking
faculty opinion into account. Perhaps this skepticism is more common among faculty who have
been at the University the longest. Indeed, scores on almost all items declined with added years of
experience at EKU. However, it is also possible that faculty who have been at the University
longer have managed to “get by” for years without much support for development, and feel it
unfair to ask for something they have never gotten in the past. One respondent indicated they were
embarrassed to be asking for some of the items. We suggest, however, that if the University seeks
to improve in the areas of faculty scholarship and teaching excellence, and not just “get by,”
additional support is needed.

Committee Recommendations
Based on responses to our survey, we recommend the University and its colleges move to
immediately implement or enhance development activities strongly supported by over half the
faculty (items in Ranks I-III). A number one priority should be increasing travel funds for faculty,
especially for professional training and where faculty are making professional presentations. Free
Internet service through EKU, including access to servers and software, and better support of home
computers is also a very high priority. A “faculty mentor” system for new faculty also should be
implemented throughout the University. Most items in Rank II-III deal with support of
research/creative/scholarly activities. Specifically, faculty engaged in these activities need statistical
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Committee Recommendations (continued)
support (consulting and other services in the areas of study design and data analysis). Increased
library support in the form of additional professional journals and abstracting/bibliographic
services, as well as free copy privileges are also needed. Additional student workers for faculty
doing research, more funds for graduate research assistantships and fellowships, as well as
additional internal funds for research are needed. Release time for those doing research and those
supervising thesis students are also priority needs. And better funding of approved sabbaticals (i.e.,
funding significantly more if not all of those that are approved), including providing at least twothirds annual salary for a full year sabbatical, is strongly recommended. Faculty generating
extramural funding should be awarded a significant portion of the indirect funds they generate to be
used for additional professional needs (e.g., travel, supplies, equipment).
All items on our survey were supported by a majority of the faculty, but the lower level of support
of some suggests they should be implemented with care. For instance, any new awards that
recognize a job well done should be carefully thought out to avoid problems some faculty perceive
(i.e., a not-so-friendly competition among colleagues ending up as a popularity contest). Most of
these awards, if implemented, should probably remain at the individual college level.
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Table 1. Number of faculty development surveys returned by full-time faculty and chairs according
to college (a) and years of service (b) at EKU.

a.

College
Arts and Sciences
Business and Technology
Education
Health Sciences
Law Enforcement
Blank
Total

Number returned
112
28
38
63
20
3
264

Percentage
42
11
14
24
8
1
100

b.

Years of service
0-5
6-10
11-20
21 plus
Blank
Total

Number returned
89
39
74
59
3
264

Percentage
34
15
28
22
1
100
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Table 2. Level of support, from greatest (Rank I) to least (Rank VI), indicated by 264 full-time faculty and chairs for 59 ideas for
improving faculty development. Item numbers are those on the survey form (Appendix B) mailed to all full-time faculty and chairs.

Rank1
I

II

III

IV

Item No.
6
7
18
12

13
14
15
48
49
58
61
4
5
11
16
19
44
54
57
3
8
20
21
22
26
31
43
45
46
47
51

V

52
55
9
10
17
23

Description
Setting aside more money for professional travel and training seminars
Increasing travel funds for faculty presenting papers at conferences
Publishing clear guidelines for promotion and tenure
Awarding a significant proportion of indirect funds generated by each grant to faculty members receiving
extramural grants, with those funds placed in an account that can be used for additional travel, supplies, or
equipment related their scholarly activities
Creating free internet dial-up access through EKU
Giving software licenses so that home computers can match office computers
Increasing library funds for journals
Providing statistical support for research
Providing student workers for faculty doing research
Providing increased funds for all approved sabbatical leaves
Providing two-thirds annual salary for a full year sabbatical
Increasing the internal funds for research at EKU
Giving faculty free research-related copy privileges at the libraries
Increasing funds for graduate-level research assistantships and fellowships
Increasing library funds for bibliographic and abstracting services
Offering training sessions on how to create successful promotion and tenure applications
Implementing a “faculty mentor” system for new faculty
Providing release time for supervising graduate theses
Providing release time for faculty doing research
Providing start-up funds for new faculty
Increasing travel funds for faculty attending but not presenting papers at conferences
Providing speech and communication experts for faculty who wish to improve oral and lecture skills
Creating “technology fellows” who will receive release time while they develop instructional technology
Providing administrative skill training for new academic administrators (e.e., new department chairs)
Establishing college-level awards for outstanding visiting faculty member (full time)
Establishing college-level awards for creative/scholarly activity/research
Building community among faculty across disciplines (e.g., developing websites that include discussion lists,
calendar of social events, etc.)
Implementing a faculty partner system for more-experienced faculty wishing to improve their teaching or
increase their involvement in scholarly or service activities
Encouraging faculty joint appointments (inter-departmental) where possible and workable
Encourage interdisciplinarity by having faculty in all disciplines incorporate guest lectures into their syllabi
where feasible
Creating a college/university-wide meeting time when no classes are held so that students and faculty can attend
seminars, assemblies, or presentations
Providing release time for off-campus or KTLN courses (receive one additional credit hour)
Providing release time for writing grant proposals
Waiving out of state fees for all thesis students
Increasing funds for creative and research components fo graduate thesis projects
Offering seminars for writing for publication
Hosting a faculty development conference ion which faculty development institutes and vendors would be invited
to EKU to display and market their products and services

1Rank I - received Strong or Very Strong Support from at least 75% of respondents and No Support from

2% or fewer of respondents; Rank II - 60% to 75% Strong or Very Strong Support and under 10% No Support;
Rank III - 50% to 59% Strong or Very Strong Support and under 10% No Support; Rank IV - 40% to 49% Strong
or Very Strong Support and under 15% No Support; Rank V - under 40% Strong or Very Strong Support, but
received at least Some Support from 75%; Rank VI - received No Support from more than 25%

Table 2, continued
Rank
V

Item No.
28
29
30
32
33
40
41
42

50

VI

53
56
60
24
25
27
34
35
36
37
38
39
59

Description
Establishing college-level awards for outstanding undergraduate academic advisor
Establishing college-level awards for outstanding graduate advisor
Establishing college-level awards for outstanding grant writing
Establishing college-level awards for outstanding service
Establishing college-level awards for undergraduate mentoring
Providing a summer stipend or a travel/supply/equipment allowance for each award established
Providing an additional visiting faculty position for departments that have demonstrated outstanding scholarly
activity
Increasing public recognition of Foundation Professors by including: 1) a plaque for each recipient, 2) recipient’s
name engraved on a prominently-located plaque or monument on campus, and 3) all expenses for
dinner/reception for each recipients home department to honor their colleague
Providing an opportunity for faculty with a publication record to choose a scholarship track with a reduced
teaching load
Providing release time for teaching graduate level / upper division courses
Providing release time for significantly revising specific courses
Providing
sabbatical after 3 years
Establishing college-level awards for outstanding part-time instructor
Establishing college-level awards for outstanding visiting instructor
Establishing college-level awards for best student evaluations of teaching performance
Establishing college-level awards for best faculty Web page or best use of World Wide Web
Establishing a University-wide award for outstanding undergraduate advisor / mentor
Establishing a University-wide award for outstanding advising of a student organization
Establishing a University-wide award for outstanding graduate advisor
Establishing a University-wide award for outstanding grant writer
Providing three hours release time for each award
Providing summer sabbaticals prior to tenure

n

Appendix A
Cover letter mailed with faculty development survey
Appendix B
Faculty Development Survey
Appendix C
Complete Results of Survey Analyses
0Rank I - received Strong or Very Strong Support from at least 75% of respondents and No Support from
2% or fewer of respondents; Rank II - 60% to 75% Strong or Very Strong Support and under 10% No Support;
Rank III - 50% to 59% Strong or Very Strong Support and under 10% No Support; Rank IV - 40% to 49% Strong
or Very Strong Support and under 15% No Support; Rank V - under 40% Strong or Very Strong Support, but
received at least Some Support from 75%; Rank VI - received No Support from more than 25%

